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ABSTRACT 

 

This study is the first behavioral experiment to compare pro-social and for-profit lending on an 

experimental peer-to-peer (P2P) site.  It compares lending decisions by undergraduate finance 

students when either male or female loan applications are reported to be highly trusted by other 

lenders and able to raise lender funds more quickly.  Overall, the herding effect appears less 

pronounced in the decisions of pro-social lenders than for-profit lenders. In addition, the investors 

who have experienced trauma seem to empathize more with borrowers, and overall, male investors 

appear to favor female borrowers over male borrowers.  
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EXTENDED ABSTRACT 

 

In online peer-to-peer lending (P2P) sites, individuals lend to strangers they meet on the internet.  

Between 2005 and 2010, the peer-to-peer loan market grew from $118 million to $5.8 billion, 

enhancing entrepreneurs’ productive capacity.  Lenders’ goals range from pure for-profit to pro-

social.  Pro-social lending in the form of small uncollateralized loans to entrepreneurs supports 

economic growth and job creation, and has emerged as a leading contender to alleviate poverty 

(Galak et al. 2010).  Overall, the literature appears to view P2P lending as an effective means to 



allay financial exclusions and poverty (Everett, 2011), although some scholars view the industry’s 

role as snaring unsophisticated and uneducated lenders into a cycle of debt (Williams, 2004).  

Previous research contends that simple rules, higher IQ and financial literacy lead to acceptable 

returns in all credit rating (P2P) loan categories with the exception of the high-risk one (Klafft 

2009, Brinblatt et al. 2012, and Iyer et al. 2015).  However, experimental behavioral studies find 

evidence of worrisome heuristics that enhance trust and hurt lending decisions in stressful 

situations, even among individuals with higher IQ and literacy than average (Komarova and 

Gonzalez 2014, 2015).   

 

Previous work shows that lenders favor endorsed loans (Hindebrand et al. 2017) and borrowers 

deemed trustworthy receive 31% more lending bids than average (Duarte at al., 2012).  In addition, 

Komarova and Gonzalez (2014, 2015) find that the gender of borrowers and lenders matters when 

applications include headshots.  In this paper, we dig deeper into the lending decisions of 

intelligent educated lenders (conservative experimentation) and survey finance students using loan 

applications with photos from the age group identified by Gonzalez and Komarova (2014, 2015) 

as most appropriate to study gender.   

 

This study is the first to examine pro-social and for-profit heuristics when lending on P2P sites.  It 

uses a mock experimental site in which all applications are by small business owners, and controls 

for borrower’s loan popularity, and lenders’ gender and experience of financial trauma.  Each loan 

application is randomly assigned a male or female headshot, or an icon. In addition, either the male 

or female is made more vs. less popular than the other and with respect to the neutral icon loan 

application.  Loan popularity is reported as the number of days needed to fund half the amount 

requested by a loan applicant (2 vs. 11 days within the 14-day standard bidding period, and 7 days 

in icon application).  Since Komarova and Gonzalez (2014 and 2015) find similar gender effects 

in business students and general population, this study surveys finance students, who are arguably 

best equipped to make lending decisions.  The headshots are selected among the attractive 

headshots used in Komarova and Gonzalez (2014, 2015) within the most suitable age range to 

examine gender effects.  We focus on undergraduate finance students because Komarova and 

Gonzalez (2014, 2015) find similar gender effects in business students and general population, and 

finance students have higher financial literacy than average.  Like Komarova and Gonzalez (2014, 



2015), the experiment uses mixed 2 (between-subjects match between borrower and lender gender: 

same, opposite) x 2 (low and high number of bidding days used with the 50 percent of loan already 

funded).  We also use a control, with a business-related icon in place of headshots and a medium 

number of bidding days to secure 50% funding.  The choice of an experimental method is three-

fold: (1) it allows to control for all irrelevant to this study information that may otherwise vary on 

the actual P2P loan applications and impact the outcome (e.g., loan amount, loan purpose, credit 

grade, etc.); (2) access to actual P2P lenders, as well as their participation in a research study, is 

highly unlikely if not impossible, and their real identity is confidential; and (3) importantly, 

consumer research studies have shown that merely imagining making financial decisions with 

hypothetical money has the same effect on behavior as actual experiences (Zhu et al, 2012).   

 

Study participants are told that they are either part of a portfolio return competition or part of a 

pro-social oriented P2P lending site with the support of testimonials.  This study hypothesizes that 

when lenders compare the number of days needed to raise half the funds loan applicants seek, there 

is a tendency to find “popular” loans and applicants “endorsed”, more trustworthy, and 

consequently, indulge in suboptimal herd lending.  Furthermore, the study hypothesizes that 

herding or free-riding may differ when the stress level varies in relation to for-profit vs. pro-social 

conditioning.  

 

Overall, the loans that are trusted more by other lenders receive larger bids by survey participants, 

especially in the for-profit model.  Interestingly, the effect is stronger when the trusted loan 

applicant is female and the lender is male, and there is less herding in the lending to the popular 

loan in the pro-social model.  In addition, investors who have experienced financial trauma tend 

to lend higher amounts to trusted loan applicants and to empathize more with borrowers.   
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